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No other guide provides such detailed information on hotels at all price levels, restaurants,

shopping, and other activities - from climbing the volcanoes to finding the best beaches and dive

spots. The authors live on the Big Island, so they know it as only insiders do. The best spas, golf

courses, horseback riding, hikes, and bike rides. Night dive with manta rays, swim with dolphins, ski

down Mauna Kea volcano, snorkel in a coral garden, ride a helicopter over Hawaii Volcanoes

National Park, even learn to do the hula. The authors tell you how and where to do it all.
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Well-written and rich with up-to-date local information. We will travel with it later this year. Some

minor editing glitches.

As the title suggests, the emphasis in this book is on adventure, and the authors deliver. They

supply details about an amazing array of activities on the Big Island: diving, hiking, camping, golfing,

kayaking, whale-watching and many more.For tourists whose idea of adventure is lounging by the

pool there is useful information, too; sooner or later, you have to eat. The authors have evaluated

dozens (maybe hundreds) of restaurants and shops all around the island and give advice on places

not to miss, as well as a few to avoid.Written in an informal yet informative style, Adventure Guide:

Hawaii the Big Island also has abundant maps and photos. Anyone who is planning a trip to Hawaii

would benefit from this book. I've already been there, but now I can't wait to go back!



I bought this Adventure Guide because a friend told me it has a lot more than the usual tourist trap

garbage, and that it was written by locals. There is so much information packed in here that I wish

we had more time for our trip!After reading through the guidebook, I feel like I'm prepared to spend

months on the island trying out something new every day, or just relaxing in great locals spots that

other guidebooks don't cover. Unfortunately, we don't have months to spare, but this Adventure

Guide has been helpful at focusing our attention on what we want most. The information on manta

ray night dives and hiking at the volcano were perfect for us. And the book includes very useful trail

information (distance, time, rating of easy to strenuous, how to find the trailhead and what to expect)

and great maps. We also plan to do some hikes to waterfalls in the Waipio Valley.This guidebook

has been a tremendous help in planning our trip - now I'm even more excited to go than I was

before!

I love the Big Island, and every time we go I like to get a new guide book to find the new cool things

we haven't done yet, and THIS BOOK has lots of COOL ideas of places to go and things to do as

well as lots of information about the traditions and also about local flora and fauna. And, better yet,

it's funny! As a busy mom of 3 kids, I don't get a lot of time to read so even planning a vacation, I

want to be entertained. And I was while I was reading this book. Great stuff like comparing a maze

at a botanical garden to the one in Harry Potter. You can tell the authors had fun with this one. I also

really loved all of the quotes by famous people that they included. It also provided helpful

information about Hawaiian culture and history, which I shared with my kids to help them enjoy and

learn about the island. We love b&bs and this offered a lot of choices. It really helped us appreciate

our recent trip so much more. I wish I'd had it years ago!!!!

This book totally got me psyched for my trip with my boyfriend to the Big Island, and then it was

even better once we were there! We went to so many places that we would never have known

about, from bars and restaurants to killer beaches. We even did a sunset booze cruise that was just

as campy as they said. The writing style was really fun and easy to read and the famous people

quotes were a nice touch. If you're planning a trip to Hawaii, buy this book!

I've been to Hawaii several times and used other guidebooks, but this one is the best I've ever seen.

It has color on every page and lots of photos, and there are tips on how to pronounce Hawaiian

words and on fitting in, like taking off your shoes before you go in to a Hawaiian's home, or that the

women's bathroom will say "Wahine." I live near Seattle and drink a lot of coffee, but I've never



visited the Kona coffee farms before. This book has an entire section for people who want to tour

Kona Coffee Country, which I've never seen before. And the writers write in a way that makes it

seem like they're just old friends giving us some pointers.

There are lots of guidebooks out there, and if you're planning a trip to Hawaii, this should definitely

be one of them! Fryklund and Reeder pull the best the Big Island has to offer into this

information-packed volume in the Hunter Adventure Guide series. Literary and Hawaiian quotes

abound, making it an enjoyable read as well. Full color illustrations and photos - this is on my list of

recommended books for anyone visiting the Big Island!

My husband and I have been coming to the Big Island for years. This guide book provided us with

tons of valuable local insights. The authors (who clearly know the island well)have created an easy

to read guide that will take you anywhere from the best places to shop, eat, best adventures, and

tons of local "tid-bits" to keep readers in the know. This is by far the BEST Big Island guide book I

have ever used!! I HIGHLY RECOMMEND this guide book!
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